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Speech reductions change the dynamics of competition
during spoken word recognition
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2
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Three eye-tracking experiments investigated how phonological reductions (e.g.,
‘‘puter’’ for ‘‘computer’’) modulate phonological competition. Participants
listened to sentences extracted from a spontaneous speech corpus and saw four
printed words: a target (e.g., ‘‘computer’’), a competitor similar to the
canonical form (e.g., ‘‘companion’’), one similar to the reduced form (e.g.,
‘‘pupil’’), and an unrelated distractor. In Experiment 1, we presented canonical
and reduced forms in a syllabic and in a sentence context. Listeners directed
their attention to a similar degree to both competitors independent of the
target’s spoken form. In Experiment 2, we excluded reduced forms and
presented canonical forms only. In such a listening situation, participants
showed a clear preference for the ‘‘canonical form’’ competitor. In Experiment
3, we presented canonical forms intermixed with reduced forms in a sentence
context and replicated the competition pattern of Experiment 1. These data
suggest that listeners penalize acoustic mismatches less strongly when listening
to reduced speech than when listening to fully articulated speech. We conclude
that flexibility to adjust to speech-intrinsic factors is a key feature of the spoken
word recognition system.
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Most research on spoken word recognition has focused on careful speech read
aloud by selected speakers (see Cutler, 1998). The advantage of using careful
speech materials is that they are highly controllable and intelligible. Such
materials have provided valuable insights into key constructs of spoken word
recognition such as lexical competition (e.g., Goldinger, Luce, & Pisoni, 1989;
Marslen-Wilson, 1987). However, in listeners’ everyday communicative
exchanges, they most often encounter casual speech, in which words are often
pronounced with fewer segments than when they are produced in the
] is realized as [
] in a
laboratory. For example, the word hilarious [
corpus of casually spoken English (Johnson, 2004). Nevertheless, people
typically do understand each other with ease. Only a few attempts have been
made to study speech ‘‘in the wild’’ (e.g., Ernestus, Baayen, & Schreuder, 2002;
Mehta & Cutler, 1988). In this article, we investigate whether spoken word
recognition during casual speech differs from spoken word recognition during
carefully pronounced speech recorded in the laboratory.
Research using laboratory speech has been very successful. It has
demonstrated that listeners rapidly analyze the speech signal and that the
processing of speech is closely time-locked to the input (e.g., Goldinger et al.,
1989; Zwitserlood, 1989). In a cross-modal priming experiment, for instance,
Zwitserlood presented gated fragments of Dutch words, such as kapitein
‘‘captain’’, which were followed by visually presented target words for lexical
decision. The gated fragments were successively longer onsets (/ /, / /, / /,
etc.) of words. The Zwitserlood study showed that partial information of
onset fragments activated different matching candidate words from gate to
gate. For example, when hearing kapi... listeners responded faster to words
with overlapping onsets, such as kapitaal ‘‘capital’’ than when they heard the
beginning of a phonologically unrelated word. Lexical access thus involves
the continuous activation of multiple lexical candidates. As more acoustic
evidence becomes available, candidates inconsistent with the speech signal
compete less for recognition than candidates that are consistent with the
input. Thus the ultimate winner of the word recognition process emerges
from a competition process among these candidates (see McQueen & Cutler,
2001, for further discussion).
An important finding of laboratory research is that lexical candidates with
initial overlap with the word to be recognised compete more strongly than
words with medial or final overlap (Marslen-Wilson, 1987; Marslen-Wilson
../, all words that
& Welsh, 1978). Upon hearing the spoken sequence /
start with these sounds, such as captain, are activated in parallel but words
that overlap later in time such as apple / ../ are less activated. Such effects
have been particularly clearly demonstrated in eye-tracking studies that used
the visual-world paradigm (Cooper, 1974; Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton,
Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995). In this paradigm, listeners’ eye movements to
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pictures of objects on a computer screen are measured in response to
concurrent speech. Fixation proportions are typically taken to be related
to underlying activation levels of word candidates. Eye movements are
continuously recorded so that it is possible to evaluate relative competitor
activation over time. The paradigm thus provides closely time-locked
measures of the ongoing spoken word recognition process.
Using this method, Allopenna, Magnuson, and Tanenhaus (1998) showed
that listeners fixate more often on pictures with names similar to the target
name than to phonologically unrelated names. In that study, participants’ eye
movements were tracked as they looked at four pictures on a computer
screen (e.g., a ‘‘beaker’’, a ‘‘beetle’’, a ‘‘speaker’’, and a ‘‘carriage’’). They
listened to spoken instructions such as ‘‘Pick up the beaker’’. Participants
looked at the pictures of both types of competitors, but more often to
competitors matching at word onset (e.g., the ‘‘beetle’’) than competitors
matching at word offset (e.g., the ‘‘speaker’’; see Connine, Blasko, & Titone,
1993). McQueen and Viebahn (2007) replicated these results using printed
word displays. In their study, participants’ eye movements were recorded as
they looked at four printed words on a computer screen. As in the study by
Allopenna et al., participants looked more often at phonological competitors
than at phonologically unrelated distractors and the effect was stronger for
onset-matching competitors (e.g., buffer for buffel ‘‘buffalo’’) than for offsetmatching competitors (e.g., lotje ‘‘lottery ticket’’ for rotje ‘‘firecracker’’).
In the present study we use this printed word version of the paradigm.
Huettig and McQueen (2007) have recently further validated this method
through eye-tracking experiments with both picture and printed word
displays. Previous work showed that eye movements in the paradigm can
be based on semantic (e.g., Huettig & Altmann, 2005), visual (Dahan &
Tanenhaus, 2005; Huettig & Altmann, 2004, 2007), and phonological
matches (Allopenna et al., 1998). Huettig and McQueen examined more
closely the influence of these three types of matches. When they presented
participants with the picture version of the paradigm, they observed a strong
influence of all three types of representations on participant’s eye movements. Importantly for the present purposes, their study also showed that
(when phonological competitors are present) phonological (but not semantic
or visual-shape) representations influence eye gaze when printed word
displays are used. Huettig and McQueen concluded that the printed word
version is more sensitive to phonological manipulations than do the version
using pictures. Weber, Melinger, and Lara Tapia (2007) provided further
support for this view. They found that written displays produced stronger
phonological competition effects than did pictorial displays. The printed
word variant of the paradigm thus has been very successful in the
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investigation of phonological competition during carefully pronounced
speech recorded in the laboratory.
To accommodate the finding of strong onset and weak offset competition,
it is usually assumed that mismatches lead to strong deactivation of a target
word. This is most explicit in the original Shortlist model (Norris, 1994),
where the activation of a word candidate increases by one unit for every
matching segment but decreases by three units if there is a mismatch. In
the TRACE model (McClelland & Elman, 1986), there is no such
explicit penalty for a mismatch, but the winner-takes-all competition on a
lexical level leads to a strong deactivation of a word if another one matches
better.
It is however as yet unknown to what extent the pattern of strong onset and
weak offset competition also applies to casual speech. Given the huge amount
of variation in casual speech, it might not be beneficial for the listener to weigh
mismatches as strongly as some models of spoken word recognition suggest.
Additionally, it is conceivable that the competitor words (the ‘‘competitor
set’’) may be rather different during casual speech in which speech reduction
processes occur very frequently. Johnson (2004), for example, found that over
60% of the words in a spoken English corpus deviated from their citation form
by at least one segment and 28% of the words even deviated on two or more
segments (see Ernestus, 2000, for convergent evidence for Dutch). To illustrate
this phenomenon, Figure 1 shows a waveform and a spectrogram of the same
Dutch sentence, once spoken casually and once read out loud. We extracted
the sentence dat staat hier op deze computer, hè? ‘‘that is on this computer, isn’t
it?’’ from the Spoken Dutch Corpus (Oostdijk, 2000) and we re-recorded
the same sentence in a laboratory setting. Figure 1 shows the waveform
and spectrogram of both versions. Figure 1(a) shows the sentence from
the spontaneous speech corpus, which is best transcribed as
]. The same sentence read out loud was transcribed as
[
]. Clearly, fewer segments are pronounced in the
[
casually uttered sentence than the one recorded in the laboratory, resulting in a
durational difference between the two speech fragments. These differences can
best be illustrated if we focus on the word computer in these sentences (see
Figure 2). The segments of the word computer in the read utterance are all fully
pronounced [see Figure 2(a)]. Figure 2(b) shows this word from the casually
] of computer
produced sentence. As can be seen, the first syllable [
[
] is missing. This is a clear example of a reduced realization of the
target word computer.
In this article, we address the question of how such reductions in casual
speech impact spoken word recognition. Given our analysis of casual speech,
it is likely that word recognition in casual speech differs from word
recognition in carefully articulated and fully pronounced speech. Consider,
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Figure 1. Realizations of the Dutch sentence dat staat hier op deze computer, hè? ‘‘that is on this
computer, isn’t it?’’ as produced in a spontaneous speech corpus (a) and as produced in the
laboratory (b).

for instance, which words compete for recognition when the intended word is
computer. According to the literature reviewed above, /k/-initial words such
as companion should compete for recognition because they share initial
overlap. However, it is unclear whether this is still the case when the word
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Figure 2. Realizations of the Dutch word computer as produced in a spontaneous speech corpus
(a) and as produced in the laboratory (b). See text for details.

computer is intended but produced as /
/. In such cases one may predict
different competitor sets for canonical and reduced forms.
The aim of Experiment 1 hence is to examine whether phonological
competition during casual speech is modulated by the exact phonetic form of
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the spoken word. In other words, we examine the effect of hearing forms such
] or the canonical realization [
] of
as the reduced realization [
computer on competition processes during spoken word recognition.
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EXPERIMENT 1
We used casual speech in which the same target words appeared in either a
canonical or a reduced form. In order to investigate spoken word recognition
in casual speech, we have to work with extracts from speech corpora
containing ecologically valid examples of casual speech. A disadvantage of
using casual speech is that it is difficult to have a similar degree of control
over stimulus selection as when creating new stimuli in the laboratory. For
example, it is important to establish which acoustic features in the casual
speech fragments are precisely produced, a very time-consuming process
involving the transcription of a great number of words. For the present study,
two independent raters transcribed more than 1400 tokens of 90 words. On
the basis of this corpus, we chose words which were produced (at least) once
canonically and once in a reduced way.
A requirement for our selected stimuli was that a word exists in the Dutch
language that has more phonological onset overlap with the canonical form
than with the reduced form, henceforth called a ‘‘canonical form’’
competitor, and another word that has more phonological onset overlap
with the reduced form than with the canonical form, henceforth called a
‘‘reduced form’’ competitor. For example, for the canonical form of the
English word computer [
] the word companion [
] is a
canonical form competitor, whereas for the reduced form [
] of computer
the word pupil [
] functions as a reduced form competitor.
Note that for 75% of the items (24 out of the 32; see the Appendix), both
competitors overlap phonologically at onset. As a result, some reduced form
competitors are also to some extent competitors of the target word’s canonical
form. That is, they function as onset overlap competitors. The canonical form
competitor, however, always had more phonological onset overlap with the
canonical form than with the reduced form, and the reduced form competitor
always had more phonological onset overlap with the reduced form than with
the canonical form. For instance, the word directeur /
/ ‘‘director’’ was
pronounced canonically and in a reduced way as [
] in the spontaneous
speech corpus. The canonical form competitor dirigeren [
] ‘‘to
conduct’’ shares the first three segments with the canonical form but shares
only the first two segments with the reduced form. The reduced form
competitor dictator [
], however, shares three initial segments with the
reduced form but shares only two initial segments with the canonical form. It is
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therefore crucial to compare the relative strength of the two competitors under
different conditions.
The prediction from previous studies using laboratory speech (e.g.,
Allopenna et al., 1998; McQueen & Viebahn, 2007) therefore is that during
listening to canonical forms our reduced form competitors will attract less
overt attention than our canonical form competitors, because they share no
onset overlap (25% of the items) with the target or smaller onset overlap
(75% of the items) than the canonical form competitors with the target
words. It is, however, unclear what happens during listening to reduced
forms. What matters more in such a case? If the acoustic input is crucial,
the reduced form competitors should attract more overt attention than our
canonical form competitors because in this condition the reduced form
competitors overlap to a greater extent with the acoustic signal than the
canonical form competitors. If, however, the canonical form of a word is
still crucial, even if the input is reduced, then the canonical form
competitors should attract more overt attention than the reduced form
competitors. This may seem unlikely at first sight, but previous research
indicated that listeners may fill in missing phonemes in the input (Kemps,
Ernestus, Schreuder, & Baayen, 2004; Samuel, 1996; Warren, 1970) so that
the input is restored to its canonical form.

Method
Participants
Twenty-five participants from the Max Planck Institute’s subject pool,
mostly undergraduates at the Radboud University in Nijmegen, took part in
this experiment. All were native speakers of Dutch without any hearing
problems and with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They were paid for
their participation.

Materials
We selected 32 polysyllabic, mid-to-high frequency content words for
which we could find reduced and canonical pronunciations in the spontaneous speech subcorpora of the Spoken Dutch Corpus (Oostdijk, 2000). For
each reduced realization, one or more segments were absent or changed (e.g.,
[
] for [
] beneden ‘‘downwards’’). Note that there is considerable
variation in the reductions (see the Appendix). For example, a reduced form
could either deviate from the canonical form in its initial part (first or second
segment), such as [
] for [
], or in a later part (third, fourth, or
fifth segment), such as [ ] for [
] wedstrijd ‘‘match’’. The critical
criterion for a reduced form was that it shared more initial segments with
another existing word than with its own canonical form. In our experiment
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we compared the recognition of both types of forms in a canonical and a
reduced form condition.
All target words were spoken by Dutch (not Flemish) speakers and were not
masked by overlapping (speech) sounds. The words of interest were
transcribed separately by two transcribers using the software package PRAAT
(Boersma, 2001) to observe the signal in auditory and visual, spectrographic
form. The independent transcriptions were compared to verify agreement. In
case of disagreement, the transcribers were required to reach consensus. The
transcribers again examined the spectrogram of the word carefully. Moreover,
they listened to the full sentence, parts of the sentence, the target word, and
each segment in isolation. Note also that the discrepancies which were
encountered were rather minimal. For example, differences were found in
where the onset of a segment started.
Note that listeners can hardly recognise reduced word forms on the basis of
the acoustic signal for that word alone (e.g., Ernestus et al., 2002). Listeners
also find it difficult to recognise highly reduced forms in a limited context in
which only the adjacent vowels and intervening consonants around the target
word are present. The target forms were therefore presented either in full
contexts with several words around the target (e.g., ook naar beneden die sluit
dan aan ‘‘also going downwards this connects then to’’) or (to reduce the
predictability of the target word) in syllable contexts with only the syllables
directly neighbouring the target (e.g., naar beneden die). Often these single
syllables consisted of existing words (e.g., naar ‘‘to’’). We thus compared the
recognition of targets in a full versus a syllable context condition.
Note that the context for a canonical item always differed from that of a
reduced item, because they occurred in different natural utterances. We
conducted an online cloze test to investigate whether the different contexts
induce preferences for certain word types (i.e., target, canonical form
competitor, reduced form competitor, and distractor), which might have
caused confounds in our material. This test measured the predictability of the
target word, given the preceding context in canonical and reduced sentences.
For both types of sentences, the words preceding the target were presented on
the screen. In the first part, participants (n35) had to finish the sentence
freely with three to seven words suitable for the context. In the second part,
the sentence was again shown on the screen, but now the potential target, the
two competitors, and the distractor were provided. The participants had to
rank these words in order of how likely they were to complete the sentence.
In the first open-ended part of the cloze test, participants named the
target word on 5.8% of the trials (5.4% in the reduced form sentences and
6.2% in the canonical form sentences; a logistic regression confirms that the
small difference is insignificant, bSentence 0.155, p .2). These results
suggest that some target words were indeed somewhat predictable given
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their linguistic context. The target words were, however, not more predictable
in the sentence in which they happened to be reduced. The participants never
named a competitor, with the exception of one occurrence of a reduced form
competitor (B1%).
In the second forced-choice part, participants rated the target word as the
most likely option (in 81.6% of the trials). The mean rank of the target word
was hence close to 1, and this did not differ between sentences with reduced
forms (1.30) and sentences with canonical forms (1.25). To test whether there
was a difference in terms of semantic predictability of the canonical form
competitor and the reduced form competitor, we compared the mean rank of
both competitors for both types of sentences (i.e., sentences with reduced
forms and sentences with canonical forms). The mean rank in all four cases
was approximately 3 (canonical form competitors: 3.07 in the canonical form
sentences and 2.94 in the reduced form sentences; reduced form competitors:
2.94 in the canonical form sentences and 2.84 in the reduced form sentences).
It is hence unsurprising that there were no significant differences as evaluated
with a two-by-two repeated measures analysis of variance with competitor
and sentence as predictors, FSentence (1, 30)  1.68, p .1, all other F B1.
During the experiment the computer screen displayed four different word
types: the target word (e.g., beneden ‘‘downwards’’), a phonologically
unrelated distractor (e.g., vakantie ‘‘holiday’’), and two types of competitors
(see Figure 3). A canonical form competitor shared more initial segments with
the canonical form than with the reduced form (e.g., benadelen ‘‘to
disadvantage’’ [
] for [
]), whereas a reduced form competitor
shared more initial segments with the reduced form than with the canonical
form (e.g., meneer ‘‘mister’’ [
] for [
]). As a consequence, the

beneden

vakantie

benadelen

meneer

Figure 3. Example of a printed word display presented to participants. The spoken target word
in this example was beneden ‘‘downwards’’. The four printed words are the target (beneden
‘‘downwards’’), a distractor (vakantie ‘‘holiday’’), a ‘‘canonical form’’ competitor (benadelen ‘‘to
disadvantage’’), and a ‘‘reduced form’’ competitor (meneer ‘‘mister’’).
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display always contained two to three phonologically related words, of which
one was the target. To mask this pattern, we used filler trials. On filler trials,
displays also contained four printed words, of which two to three were
phonologically related. The target appearing in the auditory sentence,
however, was not one of the set of phonologically related words on the screen,
but rather was the unrelated word. Because of these filler trials, the target
word was only phonologically related to other words on the screen on some
trials. In this way the fillers discouraged the strategy of limiting one’s attention
to the phonologically related words on the screen. Moreover, fillers were also
included to prevent listeners from predicting the upcoming target word
due to repetition of visual displays. The visual displays of the fillers were, as the
experimental items, repeated. However, for the fillers, the target word in
the visual display did not always end up being the target. For example, the
same visual four-word grid (e.g., familie ‘‘family’’, seizoen ‘‘season’’, strijden
‘‘to fight’’, and strijdlustig ‘‘quarrelsome’’) was displayed when listeners heard
the target word familie and when they heard the target word seizoen.
We created two different item lists. Both lists had half of the canonical
forms and half of the reduced forms with full context and the other half with
syllabic context. For example, the first list contained a target word presented
in its canonical form in full contexts and the same target word presented in
its reduced form in syllable contexts. The second list contained the same
target word, but the canonical form was presented in syllable contexts and
the reduced form in full contexts. Each subject received one list. The trials in
each list were randomized so that each subject received a different order of
presentation. Besides 64 fillers (16 fillers in each condition), we also selected
12 practice trials from the spontaneous subcorpora. The positions of the four
printed words on the screen were randomized for each participant.

Procedure
Participants were tested individually, seated at a comfortable viewing
distance from the computer screen. The eye-tracking system was mounted
and calibrated (an SMI EyelinkII system, sampling at 250 Hz). The auditory
stimuli were presented over headphones using the NESU software.
Participants received written instructions on the screen. They had to click
on the printed word in the visual display representing the word they heard,
using the computer’s mouse. The location of the printed words was
randomized over the four quadrants on the screen to avoid cues to the
position of the target. On each trial, the four printed words (24pt Courier)
were first presented on the centres of the quadrants on the screen. After 2500
ms, the auditory stimulus was presented. Note that the preview time in the
current study was much longer than the one used in the study of McQueen
and Viebahn (2007). There are two reasons why we chose to use this longer
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preview time. First, our target sentences are more complex than their target
sentences (e.g., ook naar beneden die sluit dan aan ‘‘also going downwards
that connects then too’’ versus Klik op het woord lotje ‘‘Click on the word
lottery ticket’’). Secondly, the position of the target was unpredictable in our
sentences, whereas in McQueen and Viebahn’s study it was predictable; that
is, the target word always followed after the sentence frame ‘‘Click on the
word’’. Hence, we chose the longer preview time to ensure that participants
would have enough time to read the four printed words. Preview time is less
critical in studies such as that of McQueen and Viebahn (2007) because
simple carrier sentences and predictable target word positions allow
(presumably) for more concurrent processing of the display. When participants clicked with the mouse on a word, they initiated the next trial. After
every five trials, a central fixation cross appeared centred on the screen.
Participants were instructed to look at it so that the experimenter could
correct drifts in the calibration of the eye tracker. Each participant first
completed 12 practice trials. Subsequently, we presented 64 experimental and
64 filler trials (the two lists described above). The experimental session took
20 min.

Design and analysis
For the click responses, we calculated the percentage of correct
identifications. The response times (henceforth RTs) on the correct detections
were measured from target word offset instead of onset because of the
durational differences between the canonical and the reduced form of the
same target word. Canonical forms were always longer in duration than
reduced forms. The RTs would be confounded if we had measured from
target onset. A statistical analysis of the error pattern and the RTs was
carried out with linear mixed-effects models. A logistic linking function was
used for the error patterns (cf. Dixon, 2008).
For the eye-tracking data, we analyzed only those trials for which the
participants clicked on the correct target. We analyzed the data from the
right eye of the participants and discarded blinks and saccades. It is
estimated that an eye movement is typically programmed about 200 ms
before it is launched (Matin, Shao, & Boff, 1993). Thus eye fixations before
200 ms after target onset are unlikely to be driven by acoustic information
from the target word. Following Allopenna et al. (1998) and McQueen and
Viebahn (2007) we choose to analyze fixation proportions during the
200800 ms time window after the acoustic onset of the target word. For
all four word types (i.e., target, canonical form competitor, reduced form
competitor, and distractor) we allowed a deviation of 100 pixels in height and
150 pixels in width around the centre of each printed word in the visual
display. The screen resolution was 1024768 pixels.
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For the analysis we first transformed the proportion data with the
empirical logit function (Barr, 2008; see formula (6), p. 14), because
proportions are problematic in any statistical technique that assumes a
linear relation between predictor and outcome variables. From these data, we
created three linearly independent measures: (1) looks to the target, to
investigate the ease of recognition; (2) mean of looks to both competitors
versus looks to the distractor, to assess the existence and strength of overall
competition effects; and (3) looks to the canonical form competitor versus
looks to the reduced form competitor, to test for the specificity of the
competition effects. Note that the latter two are difference measures, so that a
difference from zero indicates a preference for one type of stimulus1.
We tested whether these measures were influenced by Word Form (i.e.,
canonical vs reduced forms) and Context (i.e., full vs syllable contexts) using
linear mixed-effects models (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008), with
participants and items as random effects. This technique is designed to
overcome the language-as-fixed-effect problem (Clark, 1973). As Baayen
et al. show, the linear mixed effects regression (LMER) technique is more
powerful without producing more false positives. Word Form and Context
were coded as numeric contrasts (0.5 and 0.5; cf. Barr, 2008). We estimated
p values by using Markov chain Monte Carlo simulations (Baayen et al.,
2008). Canonical forms and full context were each separately coded as 0.5,
whereas reduced forms and syllable context were each separately coded as
0.5. Thus, we contrasted four conditions: (1) canonical forms in full contexts,
(2) canonical forms in syllable contexts, (3) reduced forms in full contexts,
and (4) reduced forms in syllable contexts. A positive beta for the variable
Word Form (canonical  0.5 vs reduced 0.5) hence indicates that the
dependent variable has a higher value for the reduced forms than for the
canonical forms, while a positive beta for the Context variable (full  0.5
vs syllable 0.5) indicates that the dependent variable has a higher value for
the syllable context condition than the full context condition. Note that the
interpretation depends on the dependent measure. In the case of the RT
measure, a positive beta would mean longer RTs for reduced forms or for the
syllable condition*and hence that these conditions are more difficult, while
1
Clearly, other contrasts may be of interest, too. For instance, if the competitors are different
overall from the distractors, one might wonder if this difference could be driven by one of the
competitors. One might then compare each competitor individually with the distractor. There
are two reasons not to do this. Firstly, this would generate linearly dependent contrasts and the
necessary correction of the statistical tests would reduce the statistical power. Secondly, if only
one of the competitors gives rise to competition effects, this should lead to a significant
difference between the two competitors. Hence, with the two contrasts*competitors versus
distractor and ‘‘canonical form’’ competitor versus ‘‘reduced form’’ competitor*we ascertain
whether there are measurable competition effects at all and whether they are mainly carried by
one of the competitors.
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for target fixation proportions, a positive beta indicates for the Word Form
factor that the target is more often fixated in the reduced form condition
than in the canonical form condition. For the Context factor, a positive beta
indicates more target fixation in the syllable condition than in the full context
condition. That is, because greater fixation represents better recognition, but
greater RT represents more difficult recognition, effects must be interpreted
in opposite directions.
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Results
Accuracy and RT measures
Table 1 displays the percentages of mouse-click responses to the different
word types and the average RTs per condition. The error analysis showed
that participants provided significantly more correct responses for the
canonical forms than for the reduced forms (bWord Form  5.91, p B.01)
as indicated by the negative beta. We found no other main or interaction
effects (all p.1).
The analysis of the RT data (measured from target word offset) showed
that listeners took significantly more time to recognise reduced versus
canonical targets (bWord Form 254.5, p.0001), which is indicated by the
positive beta. There were no other main or interaction effects found for this
measure (all p .1).

Eye movements
Figure 4 presents the proportion of fixations over time for all four
conditions during the first second. In the 200800 time window we tested the
effects of condition on three linearly independent measures: looks to targets
(i.e., ease of recognition), looks to competitors versus distractor (i.e., overall
competition), and looks to canonical form competitor versus reduced form
TABLE 1
Task performance in Experiment 1
Canonical forms
Click responses (%)

Full context Syllable context

Target
Canonical competitor
Reduced competitor
Distractor
RT in ms

99.8
0
0.3
0
977 (467)

99.8
0.3
0
0
974 (368)

Note: Standard deviations appear in parentheses.

Reduced forms
Full context
92.5
3
4.5
0
1213 (515)

Syllable context
81
2.5
15.8
0.5
1193 (464)
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(A) Canonical forms in full contexts
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(B) Canonical forms in syllable contexts
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(D) Reduced forms in syllable contexts

(C) Reduced forms in full contexts
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Figure 4. Fixation proportions to the target, the ‘‘canonical form’’ competitor, the ‘‘reduced
form’’ competitor, and the distractor in (a) canonical forms presented in full contexts ook naar
beneden die sluit dan aan ‘‘also going downwards this connects then to’’, (b) canonical forms
presented in syllable contexts naar beneden die ‘‘going downwards this’’, (c) reduced forms
presented in full contexts buigt het zo af en dan valt het naar beneden dat is echt ‘‘it bends like this
and then it falls down, that is really’’, and (d) reduced forms presented in syllable contexts naar
beneden dat ‘‘going downwards that’’.

competitor (i.e., specific competition). We first analyzed whether looks
to targets differed by condition. We found a main effect of Word Form
(bWord Form  1.23, pMCMC B.001). The negative beta reveals that targets
attracted more looks in the canonical form condition than in the reduced
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form condition. Further, we found a main effect of Context
(bContext  0.56, pMCMC B.001). The negative beta reveals that targets
attracted more looks in full contexts than in syllable contexts. The analysis
also revealed an interaction effect of Word Form by Context (bWord
Form Context 0.98, pMCMC B.05).
We also analyzed whether the two competitors attracted more looks than
the distractor. This analysis (competitors  distractor) showed an effect of
overall competition (bIntercept 0.28, pMCMC B.01), independent of Word
Form and Context (all pMCMC .1). A comparison between looks to the
canonical form competitor and looks to the reduced form competitor
(canonical form competitor reduced form competitor) showed that
the mean difference between looks to the canonical form competitor
and looks to the reduced form competitor was not larger than zero; that
is, the competitors did not differ from each other (bIntercept 0.17,
pMCMC .1), and this pattern was not modulated by the phonetic form of
the input (bWord Form 0.01, pMCMC .1).

Discussion
The accuracy data show that it is harder to recognise reduced forms than
canonical forms and that listeners benefit from more linguistic context.
Similarly, the RT data reveal that listeners need more time to recognise
reduced forms than canonical forms. The eye movement data also support
the conclusions drawn from the offline data. Listeners looked more often to
targets in the canonical than in the reduced conditions. All these findings
replicate earlier findings that listeners find it difficult to recognise reduced
forms on the basis of the acoustic signal alone (cf. Ernestus et al., 2002;
Kemps et al., 2004).
More interestingly, our eye movement data suggest that differences in the
exact phonetic form of the acoustic input have no detectable influence on
phonological competition. While we anticipated that the phonetic form of
the input might not influence the pattern of competition, we had at least
expected to replicate the pattern found in other eye-tracking studies
(Allopenna et al., 1998; McQueen & Viebahn, 2007), with a preference for
onset overlap competitors. In the current case, we therefore had expected that
the canonical form competitor would attract more overt attention than the
reduced form competitor, at least when the target word was pronounced
canonically. The data show, however, that the canonical form competitor
attracted as much overt attention as the reduced form competitor when the
target word was pronounced canonically (i.e., when hearing beneden
participants directed as much attention to the canonical form competitor
benadelen as to the reduced form competitor meneer). This finding contrasts
with the results from laboratory-speech research that candidates with initial
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phonological overlap with the target word compete more strongly than
candidates with medial or final overlap (e.g., Allopenna et al., 1998;
McQueen & Viebahn, 2007). Why do our results using spontaneous speech
differ from the results predicted based on laboratory speech?
One possibility is that the style of speech changes listeners’ tolerance for
mismatch. If listeners are confronted with casual speech (such as the corpus
speech in our experiment), they may be more tolerant of acoustic mismatches
in the speech signal. As discussed in the Introduction, previous research has
interpreted listeners’ preference for competitors with an onset overlap over
competitors with an offset overlap as evidence for intolerance to acoustic
mismatch. It is conceivable however that listeners are more tolerant of such
mismatches when the speech style indicates that reductions are possible. In
such a listening situation, overall match between the input and the candidate
words may be the prime influence on phonological competition rather than
the amount of onset overlap.
Can such an assumption explain why the canonical form and reduced
form competitors in Experiment 1 attracted similar levels of attention? In
first instance, it seems surprising that the reduced form competitor was as
active as the canonical form competitor when the target form was
pronounced canonically. An analysis of whether the reduced form and the
canonical form competitors differ with respect to their total segmental
overlap with the target forms was therefore performed. The overlap of
number of phonemes between the reduced form competitors and their target
forms was first calculated. This analysis took the segmental order into
account, but did not require an exact match of the position. For example, the
]*matching the reduced
reduced form competitor persoon ‘‘person’’ [
]*shares 3 out of 6 phonemes with its target form principe
form [
‘‘principle’’ [
]. The shared phonemes between the reduced form
competitor and the target form are [ ], [ ], and [ ], which appear in the same
order in both words. If the order of the phonemes were not taken into
account, the segment [ ] as well as the schwa would have also been included
in this calculation. The number of matching phonemes was then divided by
the total number of phonemes of the reduced form competitor. Similar
comparisons were made between the canonical form competitors and their
target forms. A t test showed no differences in segmental overlap between the
overlap values for the reduced form and the canonical form competitors,
t(62)  0.18, p .1. Thus this result is consistent with the notion that
overall match between input and candidate words rather than onset overlap
is of prime importance when listening to casual speech. This could then
explain why there was no difference in looks to the two types of competitors.
A second possibility is that the results of experiment 1 reflect a lack of
power. There are two factors that may have reduced experimental power.
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First, the cloze test showed that the target words are to some extent
predictable. As we needed valid examples of strong reduction, we were forced
to use sentences from a speech corpus. It was hence not possible to prevent
some predictability of the target word. There is, however, evidence that
contextual predictability can constrain lexical activation (e.g., Tabossi, 1988;
Tabossi, Colombo, & Job, 1987; Tabossi & Zardon, 1993). A second
potential problematic issue is that our manipulation of the canonical form
versus reduced form competitor is less strong than the manipulation of onset
versus offset overlap in previous experiments (Allopenna et al., 1998;
McQueen & Viebahn, 2007). Three quarters of our pairs of canonical form
and reduced form competitors both shared the initial segment with the
target, and often the difference in the amount of onset overlap was small.
This may also make a difference between the two types of competitors less
likely. Experiment 2 was designed to test these two possible explanations for
the results of Experiment 1.

EXPERIMENT 2
Listeners were again presented with the canonical forms in the full context
condition of Experiment 1 (henceforth, canonical forms in casual speech
condition). Note that this condition is identical to the canonical form in
full context condition of Experiment 1. For a second condition, we rerecorded these same spontaneous sentences under laboratory conditions
such that all (target) words were carefully pronounced (henceforth,
canonical forms in laboratory speech condition). These conditions hence
differ neither in the amount of reduction on the target words*the target
word is always fully pronounced*nor in the predictability of the target
word based on lexical content in the sentences; the sentences were after all
identical. However, there may have been some differences in predictability
based on prosody (e.g., speech rate) across conditions (e.g., Dilley &
McAuley, 2008). The main difference we focused on in this experiment was
the speech style.
Importantly, the experiment was blocked by speech style. The laboratory
speech condition was presented before the casual speech condition. These
conditions enable us to distinguish the two accounts for the results of
Experiment 1. According to the first account, listeners are more tolerant of
acoustic mismatch when they hear casual speech (reducing the preference for
the canonical form competitor). If this account is correct, the canonical form
competitor should attract more overt attention than does the reduced form
competitor in the laboratory speech condition but not in the casual speech
condition. According to the second account of the data in Experiment 1, the
lack of a preference for the canonical form competitors in Experiment 1 was
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due to lack of power (because of target predictability and/or lack of sufficient
difference in onset overlap between canonical form and reduced form
competitors). If this account is correct, both conditions should replicate
the finding of Experiment 1: Competition effects should be as strong for the
canonical form as for the reduced form competitors.

Method
Downloaded by [Max Planck Institut Fur Psycholinguistik] at 02:37 02 May 2012

Participants
Twenty-six native Dutch speakers from the Max Planck Institute’s subject
pool participated in this experiment. They reported normal hearing and
vision and were paid for their participation. None of them participated in
Experiment 1.

Materials and procedure
We used the same 32 sentences of the canonical forms in full context
condition of Experiment 1 for the casual speech condition of Experiment 2.
For the laboratory speech condition, we re-recorded these sentences in the
laboratory. To do this, the casual speech sentences were orthographically
transcribed. We took typical casual speech characteristics such as hesitations
(e.g., uh) and repetitions out of the sentences to make them clearer and to
make it easier for the speaker to pronounce the target words fully. A female
native speaker of Dutch was asked to read the sentences carefully out loud
while being recorded in a sound-attenuated booth. Her speech was recorded
directly into a computer (sampling rate at 44.1 kHz). The speaker was naive
to the purposes of the experiment and did not hear the casual speech
sentences beforehand, so she was unable to mimic the speech rate, prosody,
or intonation of the original sentences.
We used the same procedure as in Experiment 1. Each participant listened
to half of the laboratory and half of the casual speech sentences, counterbalancing this assignment across participants. Note thus that no participant
ever heard the same sentence twice. Trials were blocked by speech style (i.e.,
laboratory vs casual speech). The casual speech block immediately followed
after the laboratory speech block. Before each block, participants completed
3 practice trials. Next, 16 experimental and 16 filler trials were presented. The
order of presentation within each block was randomized. The total duration
of the experimental session was 10 min.

Design and analysis
We examined whether the results were influenced by Speech Style (i.e.,
laboratory vs casual speech), using linear mixed-effects models with
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participants and items as random effects (Baayen et al., 2008). Speech Style
was coded as a numerical contrast (0.5 and 0.5; cf. Barr, 2008) in which
laboratory speech was coded as 0.5 and casual speech as 0.5. We used the
same measures as in Experiment 1 (i.e., errors, RTs, target activation, overall
competition, and specific competition), and we analyzed fixation proportions
during the 200800 ms time window after the acoustic onset of the target
word (cf. Allopenna et al., 1998; McQueen & Viebahn, 2007).
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Results
Accuracy and RT measures
Table 2 shows the error rate and the average RTs per Speech Style.
Listeners made no errors. The reaction time analysis (measured from
target word offset) revealed that listeners clicked faster on canonical targets
in the laboratory speech condition than in the casual speech condition
(bSpeech Style 59.52, pB.05). This can be explained by differences between
the two speech styles. In laboratory speech, the sentences were clearly and
carefully pronounced by one speaker only, whereas in casual speech the
sentences contained more noise and were uttered by multiple speakers (e.g.,
Bradlow, Nygaard, & Pisoni, 1999; Smiljanic & Bradlow, 2008a).

Eye movements
Figure 5 presents the fixation proportions over time for (a) laboratory
speech and (b) casual speech for the first second after target word onset.
We analyzed whether looks to targets differed between the two conditions.
The analysis showed no difference in target looks between the conditions
(bSpeech Style  0.32, pMCMC .1).
An analysis of whether listeners looked more often to the competitors
than to the distractor showed an effect of overall competition
(bIntercept 0.31, pMCMC B.01). The significant intercept indicates that the
TABLE 2
Task performance in Experiments 2 and 3

Correct (%)
RT in ms

Experiment 2

Experiment 3

Canonical forms

Casual speech

Laboratory
speech

Casual
speech

Canonical
forms

Reduced
forms

100
906 (536)

100
975 (475)

99
1008 (430)

93
1192 (479)

Note: Standard deviations appear in parentheses.

REDUCED SPEECH AND LEXICAL COMPETITION
(A) Canonical forms in laboratory speech
1

Proportion of fixations

(B) Canonical forms in casual speech
1

target (beneden)
Ccomp (benadelen)
Rcomp (meneer)
distractor (vakantie)
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Figure 5. Fixation proportions to the target, the ‘‘canonical form’’ competitor, the ‘‘reduced
form’’ competitor, and the distractor in (a) canonical forms in casual speech and (b) canonical
forms in laboratory speech for the sentence ook naar beneden die sluit dan aan ‘‘also going
downwards, this connects then to’’.

mean difference between looks to competitors and looks to distractor is
larger than zero, and hence that the competitors attracted more looks than
the distractors. A marginally significant difference was found between the
laboratory speech condition and the casual speech condition (pMCMC .06).
Finally, a comparison between looks to the competitors (canonical form
competitor  reduced form competitor) revealed that the canonical form
competitor attracted more looks than the reduced form competitor
(bIntercept 0.53, pMCMC B.001). The significant intercept shows that the
mean difference between looks to the canonical form competitor and looks
to the reduced form competitor is larger than zero, indicating that the
canonical form competitor is more strongly activated than the reduced form
competitor. No main effect was found for Speech Style (pMCMC .1).
In sum, the data of Experiment 2 are very clear. We observed a significant
preference for the canonical form competitor over the reduced form
competitor in both the laboratory and the casual speech condition. There
were no differences on any other measure between the two conditions of
Experiment 2.

Discussion
The data of Experiment 2 reveal a preference for the canonical form
competitor in both the casual speech condition and the laboratory speech
condition. These results are both expected and unexpected. On one hand,
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this pattern replicates earlier results showing a preference for onset over
offset overlap competitors (cf. Allopenna et al., 1998, McQueen & Viebahn,
2007). As such, it is expected. Therefore, it is possible with the present
materials*despite predictable targets and relatively small differences in onset
overlap between the two types of competitors*to obtain differentiating
competition effects. We observed a clear preference for the canonical form
competitor in both conditions of Experiment 2.
On the other hand, the results are unexpected because we had predicted
either no preference in both conditions or a preference for the canonical form
competitor only in the laboratory speech condition. The latter prediction was
driven by the expectation that the casual speech condition of Experiment 2
would replicate the results of the full contextcanonical form condition of
Experiment 1 (i.e., no preference for the canonical form competitor). This
expectation was based on the fact that the stimuli in these two conditions
were identical. The only difference between the two conditions was that in
Experiment 1, reduced forms were presented randomly intermixed with the
canonical forms, while in Experiment 2, participants heard only canonical
pronunciations.
To ascertain that the difference caused by the experimental situation is
real, we performed a statistical comparison between the two experiments. We
compared the results of the casual speech condition of Experiment 2 with the
canonical forms in full context condition of Experiment 1. To reiterate, the
stimuli in these two conditions are identical, and only the experimental
context varies. This cross-experiment analysis examined whether the results
were different for the canonical forms in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2,
using linear mixed-effects models with participants and items as random
effects (Baayen et al., 2008). Experiment was coded as a numerical contrast
(0.5 and 0.5; cf. Barr, 2008) in which Experiment 1 was coded as 0.5 and
Experiment 2 as 0.5. We used the same measures and analyzed the same time
window as in the within-experiment analysis.
The RT analysis revealed no difference between the two identical
conditions (bExperiment  2.17, p .1). The analysis of target fixations
showed that listeners looked more often to the target words in the canonical
forms in full context condition of Experiment 1 than in the casual speech
condition of Experiment 2 (bExperiment  0.92, pMCMC B.01) as indicated
by the negative regression weight. There was also an effect of overall
competition (bIntercept 0.83, pMCMC B.05), independent of the experiment
(pMCMC .1). Importantly, a comparison in strength between the two types
of competitors showed a significant difference between the two conditions
(bExperiment 0.59, pMCMC B.05). The positive beta indicates that listeners
looked more often to the canonical form competitor than to the reduced
form competitor in the casual speech condition of Experiment 2 than in the
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canonical forms in full context condition of Experiment 1. This is a crucial
result. It shows that there is a preference for the canonical form competitor in
Experiment 2, but not in Experiment 1.
However, the cross-experiment comparison showed another difference,
with more looks to targets in Experiment 1 than in Experiment 2.
Interestingly, these looks to targets do not decrease the looks to the
competitors in Experiment 1. This indicates that the participants are not
faster in recognizing the targets in Experiment 1, a conclusion in line with the
nearly identical RT results. A possible explanation may be the presence of the
syllable context condition, in which the target occurs shortly after the speech
onset. This may have led participants to be more eager in looking for a target
during the (longer) sentences in the full context condition.
Note that differences for identical conditions in different experimental
contexts are not unprecedented (for a classical example, see Van der Heijden,
Hagenaar, & Bloem, 1984). To account for such effects, modelling approaches
(see Phaf, Van der Heijden, & Hudson, 1990) typically assume that
participants adjust their processing strategy to the most difficult condition.
Such an interpretation fits well with our data. In Experiment 1, listeners had to
deal with reduced forms and, therefore, put less confidence in mismatches
between input and canonical form. This led to similar levels of activation for
canonical form and reduced form competitors. In Experiment 2, listeners
encountered little reduction and hence took mismatches more seriously,
leading to a preference for canonical form over reduced form competitors.
This raises the question of how the presence versus absence of the
sentences with reduced forms could have such a strong impact on the spoken
word recognition system. To answer that question, we analyzed how
faithfully the sentences were produced overall. That is, the complete
sentences, including content and function words, were transcribed independently by the first and the second author. From these transcriptions and the
sentence-level transcriptions with the intended words provided in the CGN
corpus, we calculated how many underlying phonemes in a given sentence
were realized (coded as 0 deleted, 0.5 changed, e.g., a / / realized as / /,
1 fully realized). The measurements from the two transcribers agreed
reasonably (r 0.91) and showed that there was much less reduction overall
in the casual speech sentences with canonical forms (93% of the phonemes
realized) than in the sentences with the reduced forms [78% of the phonemes
realized, t(31) 11.8, p B.001]. It is conceivable that the absence versus
presence of sentences with such massive reductions in Experiment 2 and
Experiment 1, respectively, may have influenced the strategy that listeners
were using to recognize spoken words.
Rather than relying only on our current post hoc explanation and crossexperiment analyses, we conducted an additional experiment to provide
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further evidence that our interpretation of the data is correct. Experiment 3
was designed to test directly that listeners are more tolerant of acoustic
mismatches in a listening situation in which they encounter reduced speech.
We again presented the corpus sentences with the canonical forms of the
target words (casual speech condition of Experiment 2) but now intermixed
with reduced forms. If our interpretation of the data of Experiments 1 and 2
is correct, we should again observe no preference for the canonical form
competitor. In other words, the same target words in canonical form, which
led to increased eye gaze to canonical form competitors when intermixed
with clearly spoken sentences in Experiment 2, should produce no such
preference when intermixed with sentences containing reduced forms.
Additionally, this experiment also allows us to see whether the presence of
a syllable context condition triggers faster looks to the target, as hypothesized above. If so, we should see a slower convergence on the targets in this
experiment than in Experiment 1.

EXPERIMENT 3
Method
Participants
Twenty-four native Dutch speakers from the Max Planck Institute’s
subject pool participated in this experiment. They reported normal hearing
and vision and were paid for their participation. None of them took part in
the previous experiments.

Materials and procedure
We used the same 32 sentences of the casual speech condition of
Experiment 2 (henceforth, canonical forms in casual speech) and intermixed
these sentences with the reduced forms in full context condition of
Experiment 1 (henceforth, reduced forms in casual speech). The same
procedure was used as in the previous experiments.
Participants were exposed to either the canonical or the reduced form of
each target word. The four-word display thus appeared only once, as in
Experiment 2, in the course of the experiment. Note that this presentation is
different from Experiment 1, in which the four-word display was presented
twice to participants. An anonymous reviewer was concerned that the
increased target predictability in Experiment 1 might have reduced participants’ consideration of either competitor, thereby washing out any differences in their consideration of either competitor as a function of the phonetic
realization of the target word. Experiment 3 tested this possibility.
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The presentation order of the stimuli in Experiment 3 was randomized.
Participants started with three practice trials after which 32 experimental and
32 filler trials were presented. The total duration of the experimental session
lasted 15 min.
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Design and analysis
We examined whether the results were influenced by Word Form (i.e.,
canonical vs reduced) using linear mixed-effects models with participants
and items as random effects (Baayen et al., 2008). Word Form was coded as a
numerical contrast (0.5 and 0.5; cf. Barr, 2008), in which canonical forms
were coded as 0.5 and reduced forms as 0.5. We used the same measures as
in the previous experiments (i.e., errors, RTs, target activation, overall
competition, and specific competition), and we analyzed fixation proportions
during the 200800 ms time window after the acoustic onset of the target
word (cf. Allopenna et al., 1998; McQueen & Viebahn, 2007).

Results
Accuracy and RT measures
Table 2 shows the error rate and the average RTs per Word Forms.
Listeners made more errors in the reduced form condition than in the
canonical form condition (bWord Form  4.13, p B.05) as indicated by the
negative beta. The reaction time analysis (measured from target word offset)
showed that listeners took significantly more time to recognize reduced
versus canonical targets (bWord Form 211.4, pB.001).

Eye movements
Figure 6 presents the fixation proportions over time for (a) canonical
forms in casual speech and (b) reduced forms in casual speech for the
first second after target word onset. We first analyzed whether looks to
targets differed by conditions. We found a main effect of Word Form
(bWord Form  0.52, pMCMC B.05), indicating that listeners looked more
often to targets in the canonical form condition than in the reduced form
condition.
Secondly, we analyzed whether there is an effect of overall competition
(competitors  distractor). We found an effect of overall competition
(bIntercept 0.40, pMCMC B.01), independent of Word Form (pMCMC .1).
The significant intercept indicates that the mean difference between looks to
competitors and looks to distractor is larger than zero, and hence that the
competitors attracted more looks than did the distractors.
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(B) Reduced forms in casual speech

(A) Canonical forms in casual speech
1

1
target (beneden)
Ccomp (benadelen)
Rcomp (meneer)
distractor (vakantie)

Proportion of fixations
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Figure 6. Fixation proportions to the target, the ‘‘canonical form’’ competitor, the ‘‘reduced
form’’ competitor, and the distractor in (a) canonical forms in casual speech ook naar beneden
die sluit dan aan ‘‘also going downwards, this connects then to’’ and (b) reduced forms in casual
speech buigt het zo af en dan valt het naar beneden dat is echt ‘‘it bends like this and then it falls
down, that is really’’.

Most importantly, we compared listeners’ fixations to the competitors
(canonical form competitor  reduced form competitor). The analysis
revealed no difference between looks to the canonical form competitor and
looks to the reduced form competitor (bIntercept 0.06, pMCMC .1), and this
pattern was not modulated by Word Form (pMCMC .1).
We also compared the ‘‘canonical forms in casual speech’’ condition from
this experiment with that of Experiment 1 to test whether there were more
looks to targets in Experiment 1. The analysis indeed revealed a difference
with more looks to targets in Experiment 1 than in Experiment 3
(bExperiment  1.30, pMCMC B.0001), but no other differences (overall
competition:
bExperiment 0.08,
pMCMC .1;
specific
competition:
bExperiment 0.20, pMCMC .1). That is, there were more looks to targets in
Experiment 1 than in Experiment 3, but the patterns of competition were
equivalent.
Experiment 3 is thus consistent with our interpretation of the results of
the first two experiments. The competitors that are activated upon hearing a
given word not only depend on the sentential context and the phonetic form
of that word. The data from the present experiments are strong evidence that
competition processes are also influenced by the amount of reduction the
listener encounters in a given listening situation. In addition, the data show
that the large amount of looks to targets observed in Experiment 1 may be
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due to the addition of the syllable context condition, in which the target
appears short after speech onset. Finally, the results of Experiment 3 rule out
that the absence of a preference for the canonical form competitor given a
canonical form in the auditory input*as observed in Experiments 1 and 3*
was due to repetition of target words. Repetition of target words in the visual
display occurred in Experiment 1 but not in Experiment 3, yet the absence of
a preference for the canonical form competitor given a canonical form in the
input was found in both experiments.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
In three eye-tracking experiments, we examined whether spoken word
recognition in casual speech is different from spoken word recognition in
laboratory speech. Participants heard spoken sentences while they saw four
printed words in a visual display. Sentences originated from a spontaneous
speech corpus or from carefully pronounced laboratory speech. Eye movements were measured while participants listened to sentences containing a
critical target word*also presented visually on the screen*which was
realized in its canonical or in its reduced form.
Experiment 1 examined whether phonological competition is modulated
by the exact phonetic form of the target word (canonical vs reduced). The
] or the
data showed that on either hearing the reduced realization [
canonical realization [
] of computer, listeners directed their attention
to a similar degree to the same competitors. We interpreted this finding as
indicating that when listening to reduced speech, listeners are more tolerant
of acoustic mismatches.
Experiment 2 was designed to further investigate this hypothesis. We
compared the recognition of canonical forms in laboratory speech with casual
speech. Importantly, in contrast to Experiment 1, we did not include any
reduced forms in the experiment. We observed that in such a listening situation
there was no influence of speech style on competition processes. Listeners
directed significantly more overt attention to the canonical form competitor
than the reduced form competitor not only in the laboratory speech condition
but also in the casual speech condition of Experiment 2. In the identical
condition of Experiment 1, there was no such bias [see Figure 4(a)]. The only
difference between the experiments was that in Experiment 1, the canonical
forms were intermixed with reduced forms, whereas in Experiment 2, listeners
only heard carefully articulated fully pronounced canonical forms. In
Experiment 2, participants first listened to a block of laboratory speech before
they listened to a block of casual speech. This suggests that participants
adjusted to listening to carefully pronounced canonical forms.
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The results of Experiment 3 provided further support for the account that
speech-intrinsic variation such as reduced speech affects the recognition of
clearly articulated words. In Experiment 3, in which the canonical forms of
Experiment 2 were intermixed with reduced forms, we replicated the
competition pattern of Experiment 1. Once again there was no difference
between listeners’ fixations to canonical form and reduced form competitors.
This shows that in a listening situation with casual speech which includes a
great deal of reduced forms, listeners are more tolerant to acoustic mismatches
between input and canonical form. As a consequence, medial and offset
overlap competitors become stronger candidates in casual speech (than in a
listening situation in which listeners are exposed to carefully articulated fully
pronounced speech only) because the initial mismatch is less bad.
However, the finding that reduced speech leads to a reduction of the
mismatch criterion could also be interpreted the other way round. That is,
laboratory speech could have strengthened the mismatch criterion. In
Experiment 2, participants listened to a block of laboratory speech prior to
a block of casual speech. This first block of carefully articulated speech could
have triggered a mechanism that decreased listeners’ tolerance of mismatches.
Consequently, listeners looked more at the canonical form than the reduced
form competitors. The current data seem to show flexibility to how listeners
treat mismatches. In the presence of laboratory speech, mismatches may play
a larger role than in the presence of strongly reduced speech.
It is important to note that we did not compare cohort with rhyme
competitors as in the studies of Allopenna et al. (1998) and McQueen and
Viebahn (2007). In our materials, some competitors shared onset overlap both
with the canonical form (e.g., canonical form competitor wetboek ‘‘statute
book’’ for wedstrijd ‘‘match’’) and the reduced form (e.g., ‘‘reduced form’’
competitor wesp ‘‘wasp’’ for wedstrijd ‘‘match’’). Importantly, however, the
reduced form competitor always deviated from the canonical form by more
segments than the canonical form competitor (see the Appendix). With such
an item set, kept constant across all experiments, we found results similar to
those of Allopenna et al. and McQueen and Viebahn in the laboratory speech
condition and the casual speech condition of Experiment 2. This shows that
our weaker manipulation of canonical form versus reduced form competitors
was still able to produce qualitatively similar results relative to the manipulation of onset versus offset competitors in these earlier experiments.
Why do speech reductions change the dynamics of spoken word
recognition? Interestingly, previous research on assimilation suggests that
listeners are also more tolerant of phonological changes leading to
mismatches if the context allows the phonological change. Gaskell and
Marslen-Wilson (1996), for example, examined how listeners deal with
assimilations (e.g., ‘‘lean bacon’’ 0 ‘‘leam bacon’’). In a cross-modal
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priming experiment, they found an effect of priming for unassimilated (e.g.,
‘‘lean’’) and assimilated auditory primes (e.g., ‘‘leam’’) presented in isolation.
A second experiment presented the assimilated tokens in two contexts: a
viable context (e.g., ‘‘leam bacon’’), allowing for assimilation, or an unviable
context (e.g., ‘‘leam gammon’’). In the viable context, a priming effect was
found for both assimilated and unassimilated primes. However, in the
unviable context, the assimilated primes showed reduced priming effects as
compared to unassimilated primes.
Mitterer and Blomert (2003) also investigated how listeners cope with the
variation caused by place assimilation in continuous spoken word recognition. Participants had to indicate whether the Dutch word tuin ‘‘garden’’ was
] due to nasal place articulation. These
pronounced canonically or as [
target words were presented in a context which allowed assimilation
(tuinbank ‘‘garden bench’’) or in a context that did not (tuinstoel ‘‘garden
chair’’). In the viable context condition, listeners (incorrectly) perceived the
target tuimbank as tuinbank (see Coenen, Zwitserlood, & Bölte, 2001; Gaskell
& Marslen-Wilson, 1998; Gow, 2003; Mitterer, Csépe, Honbolygo, &
Blomert, 2006, for similar findings). These results suggest that listeners
tolerate variation in the input if the context allows the variation.
Our results indicate another form of mismatch tolerance based on speechintrinsic factors, but on a much larger timescale. The experiments on
assimilation showed that listeners take the immediately following context*in
the range of fractions of seconds*into account to licence a mismatch
between input and canonical form. Our experiments reveal that a general
tolerance for mismatch can also be based on the time range of minutes. If
participants listen to a mix of canonical and reduced forms embedded in
casual speech sentences (as in Experiments 1 and 3), listeners tolerate onset
mismatches to a greater extent than when listeners are first confronted with
speech that is carefully produced in a laboratory setting before they listen to
casual speech (as in Experiment 2).
The present findings also fit well with recent data about the influence of
extrinsic factors on spoken word recognition. Huettig and McQueen (2009)
investigated listener flexibility by comparing the dynamics of the spoken word
recognition process in clear speech and speech disrupted by radio noise. In
Huettig and McQueen’s Experiment 1, Dutch participants listened to clearly
articulated spoken Dutch sentences which each included a critical word, while
their eye movements to four visual objects were measured. There were two
critical conditions. In the first, the objects included a cohort competitor (e.g.,
parachute) with the same onset as the critical spoken word (e.g., paraplu,
‘‘umbrella’’) and three unrelated distractors. In the second condition, a rhyme
competitor (e.g., hamer, ‘‘hammer’’) of the critical word (e.g., kamer, ‘‘room’’)
was present in the display, again with three distractors. Their Experiment 2 was
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identical to their Experiment 1, except that phonemes in the spoken sentences
were replaced with radio-signal noises (as in AM radio listening conditions).
Importantly (as in our present study) the critical words (and the immediately
surrounding words) were not changed. Huettig and McQueen observed a
significant experiment by competitor-type interaction. In Experiment 1 (no
noise), participants fixated both kinds of competitors more than unrelated
distractors, but there were more and earlier looks to cohort competitors than
to rhyme competitors (as in the Allopenna study). In Experiment 2 (with radio
noise), participants still fixated cohort competitors more than rhyme
competitors but the early cohort effect was reduced and the rhyme effect
was stronger and occurred earlier.
Their results suggest that speech-extrinsic factors such as AM radio noise
also change the dynamics of spoken word recognition. Thus, the well-attested
finding of stronger reliance on word onset overlap in speech recognition
appears to be due in part to the use of carefully articulated fully pronounced
and noise-free speech in most experiments. When onset information becomes
less reliable, either because of speech-intrinsic factors such as reduced speech
or speech-extrinsic factors such as noise, listeners appear to depend on it less.
A core feature of the speech recognition system thus appears to be its
flexibility.
We conclude that the dynamics of spoken word recognition are influenced
by the speech style. When listening to strongly reduced speech changes,
listeners penalize acoustic mismatches less strongly than when listening to
fully pronounced laboratory speech. Our data demonstrate that speechintrinsic variation such as reduced speech modulates phonological competition. Flexibility to adjust to speech-intrinsic (and speech-extrinsic) factors is
a key feature of the spoken word recognition system.
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Appendix: Experimental items: Canonical and reduced
realizations with their ‘‘canonical form’’ and ‘‘reduced form’’
competitors, respectively
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